Disaster and emergency management poses a tremendous challenge on the human planners coordinating the emergency services. With an ever changing operating environment during a crisis, coupled with differing capabilities and availabilities of resources, creates a significant problem. With the addition of accounting for a level of uncertainty, this quickly becomes a complex problem for humans to solve. The problem grows exponentially demanding when the coordination and synchronization of response efforts must determine the optimal resource allocation options across multiple domains such as air, water and space. To provide a means of solving these types of problems we have developed the Dynamic Agent-based Reallocation and Tasking (DART) system. This system offers a framework that allows for maintaining focus on mission objectives by optimizing resource allocation decisions across multiple diverse domains.
Introduction
Emergencies, disasters and relief efforts are typically a very fast paced and stressful environment to work under. With an infinite number of possibilities, the planning requires a great amount of detail and effort not only in preemptive preplanning the logistics for an emergency or disaster, but also for the recovery phases. Due to the fast nature of planning relief efforts and readjusting for uncertainty, decision making becomes critical for ensuring resources are allocated for task completion. With the addition of resources available across multiple domains, the workload increases substantially. Human planners lack the cognitive bandwidth to coordinate and synchronize operations across the unique complexities of water, air [2] and space [1] .
The DART System
The DART system that Perceptronics Solutions is developing is a dynamic reallocation and tasking system that provides optimal allocation options in dynamic and uncertain environments. In addition, the DART system provides the ability to solve resource allocation problems in real time when there is very limited information available. The DART system is able to handle these limitations by providing a suite of resource allocation algorithms coupled with an intelligent agent that is able to adaptively select the most suitable algorithm for the given situation. All components are independent of one another through communication over a shared bus architecture. This easily allows for additional components and functionality to be added to the DART system. The DART system overview is summarized in Figure 1 .
User Interface
The user interface is designed as an input specification component for the DART system. This interface allows for the human operators to input the problem parameters, specifications and additional constraints in a general way. This allows the DART system to decompose the problem into a system interpretable language. This generalization produces a common problem that can be provided to each of the included DART algorithms. This functionality provides the ability to hide the inner DART system complexities from the human operators which in turn allows focus to be on the problem.
Crisis Management Model
The Crisis Management Model acts as the workflow manager and delegator, responsible for managing service invocations and delegating operator interactions when needed, as shown in Figure 2 . A CMM can be designed and created in a general way that guides the system in utilizing all of the available services DART offers while minimizing interactions in an effort to reduce operator stress and workload. In addition, a CMM may also be designed and created in a domain or situation specific instance where a mixed-initiative approach is the more desired behavior. This allows the operator to take control by identifying specific preferences and working more interactively with the CMM. 
DART Services
The DART system incorporates services that allow for further breaking down the problem into clusters, subproblems and task coverage to resource value. As problems grow in complexity, the typical time it takes to solve the problem grows. The DART system utilizes services that attempt to break the problem down into smaller subproblems to solve, as well as applying values on resources based on task completion coverage. The CMM orchestrates the usage of these services, allowing for not only faster retrieval of allocation options but ensuring that the options are the most optimal.
Meta Reasoning Layer
The meta-reasoning layer acts as an intelligent agent that can breakdown the input problem specifications and select which algorithm is most optimal for use. This meta-reasoning layer has the ability to execute multiple algorithms for the same problem set, if time available is unbounded. As most emergency relief scenarios realistically have a computation time constraint, this layer then use multiple criteria to classify which algorithm is optimal for selection within the time bounds.
Algorithms Module
The algorithms module is composed of a suite of algorithms that each vary by the properties they can solve most optimally. Within the DART suite of algorithms, the sets available vary by strengths and weaknesses depending on problem size, computation time available and other domain specific constraints. Each algorithm becomes fundamental for use under given circumstances, which allows the DART system to provide solutions in a wide array of scenarios. The algorithms are implemented in isolation from one another which allows for easily adding in new implementations for use through meta-reasoning layer selection criteria.
Conclusions
The DART system provides an effective means of providing optimal emergency planning and relief allocation tasking, by using an agent-based approach while minimizing human operator workload and providing situational awareness. Future work will focus on extending the capabilities by increasing the number of algorithms available, enhancing the meta-reasoning layers efficiency and integrating the DART system into existing systems for exercise planning and post-exercise evaluation and analysis. 
